Sanskrit texts in epistemology, metaphysics, and logic (i.e., pramāṇa texts) remain underrepresented in computational work. To begin to remedy this, a 3.5 million-token digital corpus has been prepared for document-and word-level analysis, and its potential demonstrated through Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling. Attention is also given to data consistency issues, with special reference to the SARIT corpus.
Introduction
Sanskrit texts concerned with epistemology, metaphysics, and logic (hereafter: pramāṇa texts) have so far been underrepresented in computational work. Digitized texts are available, but supervised word-level analysis is lacking, and so corpus-level operations remain mostly limited to manual plain-text searching.
In response to this, by building on the knowledge-base of the Digital Corpus of Sanskrit (DCS) (Hellwig, 2010 (Hellwig, -2019 and looking toward a comparably robust future for pramāṇa studies, a 3.5 million-token corpus of pramāṇa texts has been prepared for word-level NLP, and its potential demonstrated through Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling. Attention is also given to data consistency issues, with special reference to the SARIT corpus, and with the goal of continuing to improve existing text corpora, including ultimately with rich annotation.
Overview
The process of building the present corpus for use with LDA topic modeling can be idealized as the following sequence of nine steps, in three phases:
Phase
Steps Obtain Data
(1) Collect E-Texts, (2) Choose Versions, (3) Extract XML to Plain-Text Prep for LDA (4) Create Doc IDs, (5) Clean Content, (6) Resize Docs, (7) Segment Words Implement LDA (8) Model Topics, (9) Query Topics and Documents In reality, Steps 3 through 5 were found to frequently overlap, especially in those cases involving more of the data consistency issues discussed in Section 9. 
Obtaining Data
The approximately 70 pramāṇa texts included in the corpus so far -totaling about 3.5 million tokens -were chosen out of a practical need of the aforementioned Nyāyabhāṣya project to be able to more effectively cross-reference relevant texts, above all from the voluminous Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika and Bauddha traditions. A representative sample of authors and their cumulative token counts in the corpus so far is presented in Table 2 . 2 Many of the corresponding etexts are incomplete, owing to imperfect editing or digitization. In addition, many more such pramāṇa texts are available not only online (easily over twice as much) but also in private offline collections. Even more textual material awaits basic digitization. Owing to a lack of resources, however, virtually no new material could be digitized here, e.g., through OCR and/or double-keyboarding.
Collecting Available E-Texts
Among existing digital collections, the open online repositories GRETIL and SARIT emerged as most relevant for Nyāya-and Bauddha-centric pramāṇa studies. 3 All work based on data derived from these sources can therefore be shared without hesitation. In those few cases where exceptions were made for clearly superior text versions in still-private collections of personal colleagues, original and cleaned versions of such texts cannot yet be shared in full. 4 2 For more detail on this list, along with nearly all data and tools discussed in this paper, see the associated GitHub page: https://github.com/tylergneill/pramana-nlp.
3 Despite the sophisticated analysis of its other texts, the DCS has few materials directly related to pramāṇa; all are either complete and of small size (e.g. Viṃśatikākārikā and -Vṛtti) or of large size (e.g. Prasannapadā, Abhidharmakośabhāṣya, Nyāyabhāṣya, Sarvadarśanasaṃgraha) and very incomplete (2% or less). Nor do TITUS, The Sanskrit Library, or Muktabodha have significant materials for this genre. The "Digital Resources" corpus of the University of Hyderabad (http://sanskrit.uohyd.ac.in/Corpus/) includes a few such texts (some even sandhi-splitted) but not enough from the Leipzig project "wishlist" to warrant inclusion in this first round of work; a second round would certainly utilize the digitizations of Vāsudeva's 
Choosing One E-Text Version Per Work
In comparing and selecting from among digital text versions, data quality, both of edition and digitization, was considered to be of secondary importance relative to two other NLP needs: quantity of text and clarity of structural markup. Only in a few cases was a uniquely available version of a text deemed to be of insufficient quality for inclusion in the analysis presented here. 5 Occasional exceptions to the one-work-one-file rule were made for base texts quoted in commentaries (e.g., Kaṇāda's Vaiśeṣikasūtra within Candrānanda's Ṭīkā thereon).
Extracting XML to Plain-Text
As a third, overlapping criterion, special priority was given to the SARIT corpus, nearly half of which (by file size) consists of pramāṇa texts. Along with these texts' relatively good data quality, their hierarchical TEI/XML encoding seemed worth trying to exploit for the current purpose. As a positive side-effect of this inclusion, an XSLT workflow was developed to extract the XML to plain-text. For reasons explored below (Section 9.1), multiple transforms were crafted for each text and then daisy-chained together with Python's lxml library. During extraction, rendering of structural elements into machine-readable identifiers was sensitive both to philological understanding of the texts and to the particular NLP purpose at hand.
LDA Topic Modeling as Guiding Use Case
LDA topic modeling, as the special purview of the Nyāyabhāṣya project's Digital Humanities specialist Dr. Köntges, was chosen on pragmatic grounds as the best means for stimulating potentially useful NLP experimentation on the envisioned corpus of pramāṇa texts.
In machine learning, topic models comprise a family of probabilistic generative models for detecting latent semantic structures (called topics) in a textual corpus. Among these, the relatively recently-developed LDA model, 6 characterized by its use of sparse Dirichlet priors for the word-topic and topic-document distributions, 7 has proven popular for its ability to produce more readily meaningful, human-interpretable results even with smaller datasets and limited computational power. Consequently, the literature on it is already quite vast, 8 and its software implementations are increasingly numerous and user-friendly. 9 In recent years, humanities scholars working in a variety of modern and historical languages have used LDA to support their research 10 in an ever-expanding variety of ways, from studying societal trends reflected in newspapers (Nelson, 2011; Block, 2016) , to exploring poetic themes and motifs (Rhody, 2012; Navarro-Colorado, 2018) , to direct authorship verification (Savoy, 2013; Seroussi et al., 2014) . For Classical Sanskrit, it has also been used to scrutinize authorship, albeit indirectly, by helping to control for significance of other parameters. 11
Most important for the present undertaking in corpus building, however, is the basic data requirement in LDA for units at two levels: 1) words and 2) documents.
Data Need #1: Segmented Words
The first of these, words, is here accepted as equivalent to segmented tokens, namely as provided by the Hellwig-Nehrdich Sanskrit Sandhi and Compound Splitter tool (Hellwig and Nehrdich, 2018) , using the provided model pre-trained on the four-million-token DCS corpus. 12 Splitted output from this tool was then modified only slightly, replacing hyphens with space, and these spaces, along with pre-existing spaces, were in turn used to define tokens for this corpus. 13 For example, kiñcit, written as such, would be one token, whereas kiṃ tu would be two. Efforts should be made to standardize tokenization for this corpus in the future. Similarly, the Splitter's natural error rate increases if orthography is not standardized, as is the case here. 14 Nevertheless, given the tool's ease of use, it was seen as preferable, from the humanities perspective, to work with relatively more familiar, human-interpretable units than to work with, for example, raw character n-grams for the LDA modeling. 15 Moreover, LDA being a statistical method, the relatively large amount of data involved (namely, several million tokens) helps to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
A further possible concern is that this Splitter, as used here, does not perform any sort of lemmatization or stemming, as have been aimed at by, for example, SanskritTagger or the reading-focused systems, especially Reader Companion and Saṃsādhanī. 16 Thus, arthaḥ, arthau, arthāḥ, artham, arthān, arthena, etc. remain distinct items here rather than all being abstracted to a single word, artha. However, whether this is a problem is again an empirical question; such stemming may itself result in the loss of some useful information, such as collocations of certain verbs with certain nouns in certain case endings, or genre-specific uses of certain verb tenses. 17 The current Splitter, therefore, provides a sufficient starting point for experimentation.
Data Need #2: Sized and Coherent Documents
The second requirement for LDA is segmentation of a corpus into properly sized and suitably coherent documents. Whereas the importance of sizing is generally well-known, the necessity of document coherence, as with the issue of stemming just addressed, may depend on one's specific goals. 18 Toward this end, effort was made by Hellwig to "not transgress adhyāya bound-aries" (2017, p. 145) . Here, too, despite the more diverse nature of the śāstric corpus, the challenge of using structural markup was accepted, in part to shed light on encoding issues in this developing body of material. In practice, this meant first seeking out any and all available structural markup -whether in the form of section headers, numbering, whitespace (especially indentation and line breaks), punctuation distinctions like double vs. single daṇḍas, or, in the case of SARIT, XML element types and attribute values -and operationalizing it with unique, machine-readable conventions in plain-text. In addition to basic sections, higher-level groupings thereof were also marked (see Section 6 for details).
These preliminary subdivisions of text, or document candidates, could then be automatically transformed into the final LDA training documents using a two-step resizing algorithm: 1) subdivide document candidates which exceed the maximum length, using punctuation and whitespace as lower-level indicators to guide where a safe split can occur; and 2) combine adjacent document candidates whose length is below the minimum, using the grouping markup as a higher-level indicator to guide which boundaries should not be transgressed. The target size range was set at approximately 50-200 words per document, 19 or 300-1000 IAST characters (pre-cleaning), relying on a conservative average of 7 characters per word. 20 Finally, the resulting training documents each received a unique, machine-readable identifier automatically reformulated from identifiers manually secured during initial cleaning, so as to facilitate meaningful interpretation during analysis (see, e.g., Section 8). 21
Data Cleaning
The above-described need for maximally useful word-and document-segmentation for LDA prompted the development of practical encoding standards as well as tools for enforcing these standards. This cleaning process involved the greatest amount of manual effort, relying heavily on regular expressions.
Content was standardized to IAST transliteration 22 and stored as UTF-8. Orthographic variation, including "optional sandhis", has unfortunately not yet been controlled for, which does result in systematic Splitter errors; 23 this should either be standardized in the future or else the Splitter model should be retrained for orthographic substyles.
Punctuation was standardized in certain respects, especially dashes and whitespace: emdash was used only for sentential punctuation; en-dash only for ranges; hyphen only for preexisting manual sandhi-splits; 24 and underscore only for new manual sandhi-splits in rare cases of compounds longer than 128 characters (for the sake of the pre-trained Splitter model). Tab was used only for metrical material; space only for separating words from each other and from punctuation marks; and newline only for marking the start of new sections. 25 In this way, these special characters could more effectively help guide document-and word-segmentation before Boyd-Graber et al. (2017, pp. 70-71) . 19 Cp. the use of sections each containing "approximately 30 ślokas" and thus "an average length of 404 words (= lexical units)" in Hellwig (2017, p. 154) .
20 Such a proxy is necessary because document resizing occurs before word segmentation in this workflow, since punctuation is used for the former and removed in the latter. It is also assumed here that use of IAST instead of, say, SLP1, with the latter's theoretically preferable one-phoneme-one-character principle, is not problematic, since letters are relatively evenly distributed throughout documents, and since LDA treats words as simple strings. 21 ultimately being filtered out in final preprocessing. Finally, brackets were also allocated structural markup functions: square brackets were used only for identifying the beginnings of document candidates; curly brackets only for marking higher-level groupings of document candidates; angle brackets only for tertiary structural information useful for reading but not needed for the present purpose; and parentheses only for certain kinds of philological notes, for example on related passages, also not needed here. Other philological material, especially variant or unclear readings, whether found in-line or in footnotes, was either deleted from this corpus or flattened into a single, post-correction text. This required a surprising amount of tedious and often haphazard manual work, which should become more avoidable in the future (for more detail, see Section 9.2). To more efficiently enforce these standards, a two-part validator script was written in Python, firstly to check for permitted structural patterns as indicated by bracket markup, and secondly to check for permitted characters and sequences thereof. In case of deviations, the script generated a verbose alert to assist in manual correction.
Cleaned
To recap: After e-texts had been collected and most useful versions chosen, usable structure was sought out and highlighted with in-house markup, including during plain-text extraction from XML where needed. Thereafter, structure and content were laboriously standardized for all texts with the help of a custom-built validator tool. Beyond this point, final preprocessing occurred automatically: Extraneous elements were removed, document candidates were resized, final documents were word-splitted, and the results were reassociated with appropriate identifiers in a two-column CSV file for use with the topic modeling software.
Modeling Topics with LDA and Visualizing Structure
One application of LDA topic modeling of philological interest is direct interpretation of the automatically discovered topics. This information is contained in the resulting ϕ table describing the word-topic distributions, and it lends itself well to visualization.
For example, using ToPān (Figure 1) to train an LDA topic model on 67 pramāṇa texts segmented into words and documents as characterized above and with near-default settings 26 resulted in fifty topics, all human-interpretable, of which half are presented here, identified both by the respective fifteen top words (adjusted for "relevance") 27 and by an interpretive label based on manual scrutiny of the ϕ table.
26 α = 0.02, η = 0.02, and seed = 73, but k = 50 and number of iterations = 1000. Twelve most frequent function words (indeclinables and pronouns) were also removed as stopwords for training, à la Schofield (2017) , summarized at https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/publications.html. In addition, but only after training, a further eighty-two function words were removed for the sake of more meaningful interpretation of ϕ values. 27 λ = 0.8. See Sievert & Shirley (2014) , and note log normalization: λ * log(p(w|t)) + (1-λ) * log(p(w|t)/p(w)). 
Using Topics for Information Retrieval
Another computational application of interest to philologists, that of calculating similarity among portions of text, can to some extent also be approached directly with these same topic modeling results, namely by vectorizing documents according to their topic distributions and measuring their distance from each other in topic-space. 28 The relevant information for this is found in the θ table describing the topic-document distributions.
For example, using Metallo with default settings 29 to compare documents according to their Manhattan distance in topic-space, one can query topics and documents of interest to a particular research question -here, say, the present author's own dissertation topic: the ontological whole (avayavī ) in Bhāsarvajña's Nyāyabhūṣaṇa. Manual inspection of the fifty discovered topics quickly reveals that Topic 32 (see Table 5 above) will likely be relevant. Metallo then easily generates a list of arbitrarily many documents best exemplifying this topic, or in other words, documents closest to that particular basis vector in the topic-space (see Table 6 ). It also allows for direct querying of any desired document, say, NBhū_104,6^1 30 (beginning of the avayavī discussion), for arbitrarily many documents closest to it in topic-space, as seen in Figure 2 and Tables 7 and 8 
Data Consistency Issues
These tentative results, encouraging though they may be, stand to be improved not only through more sophisticated application of NLP methods, but also through increased attention to data consistency. Besides systematic tokenization and orthography issues (addressed in Section 5.1) and unsystematic typographical or even editing errors (not yet prioritized here), three additional sets of systematic data consistency issues were revealed through the process of preparing this corpus. These are advanced here as the low-hanging fruit of improving textual data for future Sanskrit NLP work. The first issue applies at the level of documents and relates to being able to effectively manipulate these through meaningful identifiers, while the second and third are concerned with data loss at the level of individual words. In each case, special attention is paid to the SARIT texts so as to further encourage their use for NLP purposes.
Structural Markup and Identifiers
The essential structural challenge in such corpus-level computational work is to be able to refer to every single piece of text in the corpus with a unique and, if at all possible, meaningful identifier, in order to be able to effectively coordinate retrieval and human use after processing. In the texts used here, however, structural markup for the purpose of creating such identifiers was often less than easily available. Sometimes, only physical features of the edition, rather than logical features of the text, were found to be marked, even when the latter might have been possible (e.g., the digitization of Durveka Miśra's Hetubinduṭīkāloka lacking the structure of the underlying Hetubindu or Hetubinduṭīkā). Sometimes, numerical structural markup was only found mixed in among textual content (e.g., Abhinavagupta's Īśvarapratyabhijñāvivṛtivimarśinī ). Sometimes, important section information was marked only with the verbal headers or trailers of the printed edition rather than with numbers (e.g., Vinītadeva's Nyāyabinduṭīkā).
Of course, some markup issues may reflect citation difficulties within the philological field itself; for example, citation conventions for texts with continuously interwoven prose and metrical (or aphoristic) material may be more varied than for other texts. 31 Similarly, when (or if) creating paragraphs in such prose texts, editors must often make a substantial interpretive departure from the available manuscript evidence. Thus, as the philological understanding of the interrelationships among parts of a given text gradually improves, so too might the corresponding structural markup in digitized texts also be expected to do so. 32 In other cases, however, it seems that basic encoding work has just been left undone, whether for lack of time or resources, or through a preference for adhering literally to the source edition, which, for better or worse, allows one to postpone further questions concerning structural annotation. Looking forward, insofar as these digitizations can receive more attention, and as more computational projects are attempted with them, the field should continue 33 to gradually move in the direction of the Canonical Text Services protocol. This protocol encourages explicit and usually numerical reference conventions for the sake of unambiguous citation and automatic processing, and its implementation has been admirably exemplified in recent years (also with TEI/XML markup) by the Open Greek and Latin Project (OGL). 34
Structural Markup and Identifiers in SARIT
The existing SARIT stylesheet transforms proved difficult to understand and adapt for the current purposes, and thus it was decided to utilize the situation as an exercise in understanding the diversity of structures encoded in that corpus. Experimentation quickly revealed that, in contrast to texts in the OGL corpus, where a single XPath expression in the <TEIheader> explicitly identifies the depth at which textual information will be found, the texts in the SARIT corpus varied so much in their use of main structural elements -<div>, <p>, <lg>, <quote>, <q>, etc. -that it was not possible to write and use straightforward XSL transforms that could apply to multiple files, much less to use the XML library of a given programming language (e.g. Python or Golang) to easily unmarshall the structure and expose the textual data. 35 For example, while for some texts, logical structure was encoded using only a single level of <div> elements (e.g., sūtra sections in Vātsyāyana's Nyāyabhāṣya), for others, any number of levels of nested <div>s could be used for the same purpose (e.g., Jñānaśrīmitra's Nibandhāvali and Prajñākaragupta's Pramāṇavārttikālaṅkāra). Meanwhile, still other texts were structured not according to logical structure but rather according to physical structure of the edition. For example, Jayantabhaṭṭa's Nyāyamañjarī, printed on the top halves of pages in the book, was therefore encoded as <quote> elements inserted at unpredictable depths, i.e., within <p> or <q> elements, within the supervening modern Ṭippanī commentary, following page breaks. This proved especially difficult to understand and deal with from a perspective seeking natural language. Thus, new transforms had to be individually crafted for each of the fifteen SARIT texts used. While this does provide temporary access to the plain-text information, suggestions will be made to modify the SARIT source files so that they adhere to a smaller number of structural patterns that can be explicitly noted in their respective headers.
Editorial Markup
Also reflecting a still-developing state of editing and understanding, many digitizations of printed editions literally reproduce or add editorial markup -especially variant readings, including additions, deletions, and substitutions of variable length -which can be quite idiosyncratic and not always thoroughly explained in accompanying digitization metadata. For example, see the table below, based on Durveka Miśra's Hetubinduṭīkāloka (parenthetical editorial notes turn out to be reporting on the corresponding text in Arcaṭa):
Page
Text ( Insofar as it is not possible to automatically flatten such alternatives into a single text, the flow of natural language will be compromised, and words lost. The straightforward solution is to anticipate such flattening -either through XML transforms or simple search-and-replace routines -with consistent use of some unambiguous notation. This does, however, of course require substantial additional investment of time and expertise. Extensive notes taken during the corpus cleaning here should hopefully contribute to such improvements for the future.
Editorial Markup in SARIT
The use of <choice> elements in XML is a perfect way to address this situation, yet the SARIT texts were found to apply this solution only unevenly, leaving many instances of editorial markup uninterpreted as found in the printed edition. For example, as reported in the metadata of Karṇakagomin's Pramāṇavārttikavṛttiṭīkā, although many round brackets (i.e., parentheses) and square brackets have been successfully interpreted -as <ref>, <note type='correction'>, and <supplied resp='#ed-rs'> -others have simply been left as is: "All other round brackets (227 occurrences) were encoded as <hi rend='brackets'>" and "All other square brackets (19 occurrences) were encoded as <hi rend='squarebrackets'>". In other cases (e.g., Vācaspati Miśra's Tattvavaiśāradī ), these editorial notes were left untouched. Such cases require further philological scrutiny in order to allow for consistent extraction of natural language.
Whitespace
In the printed representation of Sanskrit texts, one can distinguish between two basic conventions, or perhaps styles, of using whitespace between words: 1) maximal use of whitespace, usually associated with Roman transliteration and prioritizing separate phonemes and words, and 2) conservative use of whitespace, usually associated with Indic scripts and prioritizing ligatures as found in the underlying manuscript tradition. Each style has its strengths and weaknesses, e.g., assuming more work on the part of the editor or digitizer and less on the part of the reader (first style) or vice versa (second style). The point of distinguishing these two styles, however, is not to advocate for one over the other, 36 but rather to distinguish both from outright spacing errors. That is, it should be trivial for an NLP researcher to quickly filter out all markup and obtain a clean, consistent representation of either one style or the other.
In practice, however, this was often found not to be the case, suggesting that whitespace has not yet been conceived of as containing as much information as other character types. To take but one small example from the digitization of Candrakīrti's Prasannapadā (prose section preceding 27.19):
... saṃsāraprabandhamupalabhya śāśvata mātmānaṃ parikalpayāmaḥ | Here, the "conservative" style is found, but with a spurious space. Each such instance represents the effective loss of one or more words in segmentation. Many of these errors do follow certain patterns, such that regular expressions can be part of a standardization solution, but there are limits to what such language-blind methods can detect. 37
Whitespace in SARIT For its own part, SARIT experiences this same whitespace consistency issue, but it also introduces novel difficulties with its handling of in-line annotations, i.e., XML node() elements placed within text() elements. For example, consider the following six representative examples in the digitization of Mokṣākaragupta's Tarkabhāṣā (transliterated, XML elements simplified):
Space
Proper Improper Left kumbhakārasya <note n="45-1"/>kartṛtvam pratyakṣa <note n="4-1"/>mabhidhīyate Right -mataśrutyai<note n="1-1"/> tarkabhāṣā balāda<note n="5-2"/> bhyupagatam None parokṣatva<note n="18-1"/>pratipādanāya -pādaiḥ<note n="41-0"/>kāryatvasya It thus becomes impossible to systematically extract the expected result. Particularly problematic were <lb> (and to a lesser extent <pb>) elements containing the break="no" attribute, as these were not infrequently found to occur adjacent to other <lb> or <pb> elements not possessing this attribute, as well as adjacent to simple whitespace, thereby rendering the attribute ineffective and compromising word segmentation. A particularly dramatic example is found in Jñānaśrīmitra's Nibandhāvali (complex whitespace simplified):
... pariṇāma<lb break="no"/> <lb/> <pb n="257"/> <lb/>paramparāparicayasya ...
In such cases, ensuring proper segmentation necessitates removal of competing elements, which can then cause problems of its own, e.g., if line number counts are required for constructing identifiers. On the other hand, this break="no" attribute was sometimes simply not used when it should have been. For example, in Śāntarakṣita's Vādanyāyaṭīkā (67,4-5; element simplified) (also observe not one but two whitespaces): sadādyaviśeṣavi <lb/> ṣayā ... Fortunately, once identified, fixing such problems is relatively easy with the help of regular expressions and SARIT's recommended Git-based workflow, although again, expertise and time are required. The XSLT workflow described above can also be further modified to help diagnose such issues and assess how much progress has been made in this direction at any given point.
Conclusion
This demonstration of working through a certain subset of Sanskrit pramāṇa texts with LDA topic modeling has been of a preliminary character. Nevertheless, it provides a valuable window onto the state of digitization of a large number of e-texts of ever-increasing importance to the scholarly community and shows what potential they have for further computational research. Moreover, issues encountered with LDA and pramāṇa texts in particular should generalize well to many other NLP methods and Sanskrit subgenres. Until a database of supervised wordsegmentation, such as found in the DCS, is secured also for such specialized texts, perhaps with the help of a collaborative, online annotation system, the remarks here will hopefully help interested parties continue to improve digitization workflows in ways that anticipate the kind of accessible, citable, machine-actionable text -to be processed, for instance, with an unsupervised segmenter -that will be most needed for a variety of corpus-linguistic and information retrieval applications in the future.
